Digital transformation requires a fresh look

Leaders Want
Simple
We understand what
leaders can actually
commit to doing and what
is not within the realm of
their reality.

at leadership. The 100-year old behavioral
approach to leadership development must
be augmented with a new, re-imagined
approach to leadership development.
Just as the digital age establishes a new
paradigm for business, it also establishes a
new paradigm for leadership.

Leaders want:

A Better Way
to Lead

Simplicity, to facilitate
understanding.
Practicality, to facilitate
action.

A unique five-part workshop for
executives, upper- and mid-level
managers, supervisors, new hires
in leadership development
programs, and entrepreneurs.

To gain proficiency
quickly.
Tangible benefits that
they and others can see.
To eliminate problems,
especially chronic ones
that consume their time
and energy.

95% Hands-On • Only 5% Lecture

Workshop Creator

A return on their
investment in time and
money.
This is what Speed
Leadership is designed to
do.

Speed Leadership helps
you do what you do
better.

Speed Leadership was created by
Professor Bob Emiliani beginning
and has been tested extensively.
Book Available From

Delivery Options
 License the workshops and
For Bulk Book Orders Contact
Bob Emiliani
bob@speedleadership.com

deliver them yourself
 Online delivery
 On-site delivery

The Workshops
“Looking at leadership from a
process perspective rather than a
behavioral perspective is brilliant.”
– Ovidiu Contras, Bombardier

“Bob’s insight about treating
leadership as a process is a
breakthrough in leadership
thinking.” – Dan Latham, Amgen

What is Speed Leadership?

A Better Way to Lead

For over 100 years, the view of leadership
has been behavioral. Speed Leadership
takes a process view of leadership.

Practical • Specific • Actionable • Measurable

Most of what leaders do is defined by 15
recurring leadership processes. Improve
the processes to improve leadership!

Speed Leadership moves leadership forward
from behaviors and personality to processes
and cause-and-effect.
Speed Leadership solves long-standing
problems to greatly improve leadership
and business performance.

Speed Leadership helps you do what you do
better.
Much Better.

Simplify leadership to keep up with the fastchanging times we now live and work in.
Speed Leadership takes a different view of
leadership - a process view, where time,
information, and information flow are the
most critical parameters for leadership
success.
Tired of all the behavior and personalitybased leadership development programs?
Try Speed Leadership. It is a new design for
leadership that fits with how business is
done in the digital age.
You'll be amazed at how leadership has been
turned into a science.

The workshop consists of nine parts.
Select one part or all nine parts. The
choice is yours.
The Speed Leadership Workshops
approach leadership from an entirely
new direction. It is based on a new
concept in leadership for the digital age:




Time
Information
Information Flow

This unique approach augments and
expands upon the well-established
behavioral approaches to leadership.
The workshops give participants an
entirely new understanding of the
function of leadership, as well as their
role and responsibilities as leaders.
Try Speed Leadership!
Participants receive:




Color workbook
Signed copies of Speed Leadership
Online follow-up and coaching

Contact Information
Bob Emiliani
The CLBM, LLC
South Kingstown, RI
bob@speedleadership.com

